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Annotatsiya: Talabalar o’yin o’ynash orqali ruhiyati ko’tariladi. O’yinlardan 

foydalanish, ayniqsa madaniyatlararo o’yinlar yoki mashg’ulotlar o’quvchilarning 

kayfiyatini ko’taradi va darsga bo’lgan qiziqishini oshiradi, hatto tortinchoq ya 

uyalchan o’quvchi ham o’yinli darslardan keyin faol bo’lishi mumkin. Talabalar 

madaniyatlararo tadbirlarni o’ynashda mas’uliyatni his qilishadi va yanada kuchli 

harakat qilishadi. Bunday faoliyat ularning tanqidiy fikrlash va yetakchilik 

qobiliyatini rivojlantiradi. Agar ular ushbu harakatlarni ba’zi kichik guruhlarga 

bo’lingan holda o’ynasa, yanayam yaxshi natija beradi. Guruhda ishlash va jamoada 

ishlash talabalarning aql-zakovati va xarakteriga ta’sir qiladi. 

Kalit so’zlar: faoliyat, boshlang'ich, o'yinlar, madaniyatlararo, ta'lim tizimi, 

ustuvorlik, aqliy. 

Аннотация: Игровая деятельность очень мотивирует учащихся. 

Использование игр, особенно межкультурных занятий, поднимает настроение 

учеников и развивает их интерес к уроку, и даже сдержанный ученик может 

стать активным после игровых занятий. Студенты чувствуют ответственность и 

становятся более энергичными, играя в кросс-культурные мероприятия. Такие 

виды деятельности развивают их критическое мышление и лидерские 

способности. Особенно эффективно делить студентов на несколько подгрупп 

во время организации межкультурных игр. Групповая работа и работа в 

команде влияют как на интеллект студентов, так и на их характер. 
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Abstract: Students get really motivated by playing activities. Using games, 

especially cross-cultural games or activities raise students’ mood and develop their 

interest to the lesson, and even a reserved student may become an active one after 

playing activities. Students feel responsibility and become more energetic while 

playing cross-cultural activities. These kinds of activities develop their critical 

thinking and leadership ability. It will give a better result if they play these activities 

by being divided into some subgroups. Group working and working in a team 

influence both students’ intelligence and character.  

Key words: activities, primary, games, cross-cultural, education system, 

priority, mental. 

Introduction. Teaching is a crucially responsible and noble 

profession where teachers are considered to be the primary pillars of an 

education system. Without educators, no one in society has an 

opportunity for gaining knowledge and skills for growth. We know that 
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teachers not only encourage or motivate students, but also carry out 

different classroom activities for students ranging from communicating 

to planning to sharing creative ideas, monitoring and assessing 

individual students during their regular teaching. Additionally, educat ors 

may use cross-cultural activities. The way of using them effectively will 

improve and develop every student’s knowledge efficiently.  

Literature review. We know from decades of social science research that the 

identities of human beings in modern societies are complex. We live our lives 

constantly balancing different roles and expectations, even when we have no 

awareness of doing so. Language is a key element in the balancing act, the means by 

which we both point to and reproduce our nuanced identities. As Barrett (1999) puts 

it: 

Speakers may heighten or diminish linguistic displays that index various 

aspects of their identities according to the context of an utterance and the specific 

goals they are trying to achieve. This practice implies that speakers do not have a 

single “identity” but rather something closer to what Paul Kroskrity has called a 

“repertoire of identity,” in which any of a multiplicity of identities may be fronted at 

a particular moment. In addition, speakers may index a polyphonous, multilayered 

identity by using linguistic variables with indexical associations to more than one 

social category.  

The specifics of any game, how exactly M.N. Skatkin, is that “learning tasks 

appear before a child not in an explicit form, but disguised. While playing, the child 

does not set a learning task, but as a result of the game he learns something. ” There 

is no need or reason to set a goal - to rest, to switch: the nature of the game as such 

will do its work. As an experience of teachers and theorists shows, one of the 

effective methods of teaching, the use of which makes a foreign language a favorite 

subject of schoolchildren. 

Research methodology. We all know that educators have a sense of full 

accomplishment after giving lessons to learners. Instructors are crucially satisfied if 

they get effective, planned outcome. I believe that all teachers try to do their best to 

give a lesson in a perfect way. They do some presentations, use various interactive 

activities to involve students and enhance their knowledge. They utilize drills and 

games, simultaneously, amplify students’ knowledge. Every hard-working teacher 

tries to alter a boring lesson into an interesting and interactive one. As a result, with 

the help of such teaching-related activities in academies, students intensify their 

creativity and develop critical thinking ability.  

There are a lot of advantages of using cross-cultural activities in the classroom. 

It helps in 

1. the formation of soft skills; 

2. the development of all four  skills; 

3. learning to communicate, to create friendly atmosphere 

4. development of mental functions; 

5. developing cognition and metacognition; 

6. memorization. 
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Some decades before lessons were taught in a traditional way of teaching 

where students, mostly, magnified their translation and memorization skills. After 

some years some modern methods have been implemented in the classes where 

almost all students have freely interaction with each other in the target language and 

play theme-related games. Using games in the classroom is the most effective way 

for teachers to involve all learners in an essential way where even a reserved student 

does his best. Playing games and doing activities cooperatively are much more 

important, since a shy student becomes more active and energetic so as to help his 

team. As experience shows, these kinds of activities allow a student to express 

himself no matter he is strong or weak. Very often, students who are not 

distinguished by good performance can show themselves here from a completely 

different perspective and become active participants in the game, contribute to the 

victory of their team. Taking all of them into consideration, I think that using games 

can be an important success factor for weak children, arouse their interest in the 

subject, and become the basis for their subsequent success in studying it. 

Analysis and results. I always use different kinds of activities in my lessons. 

Students get really motivated by playing them. Using games, especially cross-cultural 

games or activities raise students’ mood and develop their interest to the lesson, and 

even a reserved student may become an active one after playing activities. Students 

feel responsibility and become more energetic while playing cross-cultural activities. 

These kinds of activities develop their critical thinking and leadership ability. It will 

give a better result if they play these activities by being divided into some subgroups. 

Group working and working in a team influence both students’ intelligence and 

character.  

Conclusion. I highly recommend using different kinds of activities in various 

lessons, especially, if the lessons are devoted to learning a foreign language. Because 

students are much more encouraged and motivated if they play activities or games in 

English. Their priority will become even stronger after that. Thus, every perfect 

teacher should know how and what to use in the classroom, how to grab the attention 

of future developers. Here, inductive way of teaching gives effective results. Students 

do some activities and create the rules themselves. 
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